
The Next Generation of Metal Roof Tiles

METAL ROOF TILES

Inspired by Nature
Engineered by Vicwest

WHEN IT  COMES TO PROTECTING YOUR HOME  
AND OUR ENVIRONMENT,  TRUE NATURE HAS YOU COVERED

CEDAR CREEK™  SHAKE NORTH RI D GE™  SL ATE COASTAL  WAVE™  T I L E

Visit Vicwest.com to learn more



5 16"

1 2" 1 2"

Durable. 
Sustainable.
Inspirational.

PROTECTION FROM
EXTREME WEATHER

True Nature’s QuadraLoc technology 
locks the tile in place on all four sides, 

resulting in unprecedented water 
tightness and protects your roof from 

hurricane-force winds surpassing
180 MPH (290 km/h).

 100% RECYCL AB L E
0% G OES TO L ANDFI L L

Unlike asphalt, our metal roof tiles are 
100% recyclable at the end of their 

lifecycle – reducing waste and harmful 
toxins associated with asphalt shingles. 

N ATU RAL  APPEARAN C E
FOR 5 0 Y EAR S +

A robust profile creates a shadow line 
and a seamless edge detail, making 
True Nature metal tiles indiscernible 

from real shake, slate or clay tiles, 
promoting life-like realism with 

a lifetime of protection.

OPTI MI ZED  E NE R GY
EFFI C IE NCY

Cool Roof paints help reflect heat 
during the hottest months, while 
retaining energy during cooler 

months, reducing energy costs and 
increasing your home’s overall value.

True Nature is an innovative and elegant metal roofing collection, inspired by our surroundings and engineered by Vicwest. 
Whether you desire the classic look of cedar shake, natural slate or Mediterranean inspired clay tile, True Nature off ers life-like 

realism and lifetime protection without the drawbacks of traditional high-end roofing materials.

Manufactured from durable 28 gauge steel for a 
lifetime of protection and featuring our QuadraLoc* 
system, True Nature withstands the elements and 
installs quickly and eff iciently.

the metal advantage
50" x 12" visual coverage

Elevate the beauty of your home with a roof that withstands the elements and looks beautiful 
for a for lifetime – with zero environmental impact, zero waste and zero maintenance.

OVE R-TILE  D R AINAGE

A True Nature metal roof is 
water tight. Our unique profile 
is the only metal tile that filters 
water over and away from 
the underlayment, completely 
eliminating damage from rust 
and rot, keeping your home dry.

FORMED FOR FUNCTION

True Nature’s extra deep profile 
ensure our tiles are walkable 
and load bearing which means 
they always spring back to 
their original shape. 

LO CKS IN PL ACE

Tapered seam and ½ inch grip area 
establishes a solid lock connection.

C E DAR  C R E E K™  SHAKE

NO RTH R ID GE™  SL ATE

COASTAL WAVE™  T ILE

50" x 12" visual coverage

51" x 14-½" visual coverage
*QuadraLoc technology is featured on Cedar Creek™ Shake and North Ridge™ Slate



True Nature’s North 
Ridge Slate metal roof 
tiles feature a thicker 
profile and shadow 
line that makes them 
indiscernible from slate. 

True Nature’s Coastal 
Wave barrel tiles are 
lighter than concrete or 
clay, delivering substantial 
savings in structural costs.

Designed with Purpose

Realism captured through our industry leading tile stamping process provides a true-to-form surface finish that is 
indiscernible from a shake, slate or clay tile roof. Available in a full range of complementary colours and finishes to 

enhance the beauty of your home with a modern approach to natural textures.

C EDAR CREEK™  SHAKE

Unlike traditional cedar 
shakes, True Nature’s 
Cedar Creek Shake metal 
roof tiles will never split, 
warp, mold or rot. 

N ORTH RID GE™  SL ATE

COASTAL WAVE™  T ILE

Our most impressive metal roofing collection, featuring three popular styles, blends 
effortlessly with the environment. Shake, Slate and Barrel tile – designed to perfectly 

match the look you want combined with performance you never thought possible.

Visit Vicwest.com to learn more

*

ANTIQUE
 BROWN*

HARVEST
 CEDAR*

SILVER 
 SPRINGS*

 EBONY•
 

SHADOW DEEP
 GRAY•

BURNISHED
 SLATE •

MIDNIGHT
 STORM*

 MICA GRAY*

 EBONY• SHADOW DEEP
 GRAY•

BURNISHED
 SLATE •

 TERRACOTTA*  BLACK•

 EBONY• SHADOW DEEP
 GRAY•

BURNISHED
 SLATE •



Vicwest has engineered 
and manufactured innovative 
metal roofing and wall systems 
designed to withstand North 
America’s harshest climates.

Since 1930, Vicwest has been a leading 
manufacturer of premium quality metal  
cladding, roofing and decking systems  
in North America. Every day, our six 
manufacturing facilities redefine and set  
new standards in metal building construction  
and design. Our portfolio of more than 
80 core manufactured and distributed 
products support all segments of the  
construction industry, including residential, 
industrial, commercial, institutional and 
agricultural buildings. Today, Vicwest  
products can be found in over 6,000 building 
centres, hardware stores, lumber mills and 
dealer showrooms from coast-to-coast.

North America’s 
Metal Structure Experts

For 90 years ,

True Nature metal roofs not only look beautiful but are also an excellent 
investment. With the lowest average lifecycle cost per year of any other roofing 
material you can rest assured your forever home will have a forever roof. 

Metal tile is not only 100% recyclable at the end of it’s 50+ year life but  
every ton of steel we use in our manufacturing process is made from  
70% recycled North American made steel. 

Unlike asphalt, 0% goes to landfill. 

INNER GABLESTARTER EAVE

OUTER GABLE

HIP

VALLEY FLASHING

COMPLETE COLOUR MATCHED TRIM SYSTEM

REGLET

HIGH END FLASHING

SIDE WALL TRANSITION END WALL TRANSITIONSIDE WALL REGLET END WALL REGLET

Visit Vicwest.com 
to learn more

A 50 Year Warranty Backed 
by Our 90 Year History

BUILDING FOR TOMORROW©2020 Vicwest Building Products VW00585EN03/20

Sustainable for the Future

In accordance with ongoing efforts to improve our products and their 
performance, Vicwest Building Products reserves the right to change, 
without notice, the specifications contained herein. 

RIDGE CAP* *Note: Ridge Cap 11-⅞" length

[ AVAILABLE IN 10’ LENGTHS ]


